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FOREWORD
The business of this Company is the making and selling of transfonners and chokes, components that are to serve their purpose to the
greatest advantage. The desire to see the product fulfilling its function
to the highest degree induced the founder, the late Dr. Norman
Partridge, to write two booklets, " The P.A. Manual " and " The
Partridge Ampl ifier Circuits," both of which had and continue to have
a wide appeal. As both are out of print and the war years have intervened, with technical advance and changed outlook, this new" Partridge
Manual " is introduced to replace the two.
Prill/ell (/I

'I'm: DouLTo~ PIU'SS
hy F. Howard Doulton &. Co., Ltd .•
15. Crecchurch Lane.

E.C.3.

•

The fa ithful reproduction of sound is a subject of particular and
passionate interest for many readers of these manuals, and it is of
concern to this Company that their efforts to expand t.he available
techniques to encompass the full range of possible sCllBation, be
assisted in every way possible. True high fide lity should be indistinguishable from the original, and as this targtt of perfection is approached it is inevitable that the newly developed methods and
equipment will appear cumbersome and expensive in relation to the
improvement gained. However, this is the way of advancement and
simplification and cheaper and more efficient methods always follow.
With this encouragement the chapters of t his manual on this subject
are presented.
Professional sound engineers might find of interest and use the
chapters on P.A. and sound reinforcing, together with some of the
circuits and design tables.
OctolNr, 1947
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curve are inaudible, and those above the highest curve do not register
as being any louder but register a sensation of feelin g. These two
curves arc known respectively as the Threshold of Audibility and the
Threshold of Feeling. Sound intensity is measured as decibels above
a datum which is an Lm.s. sound pressure of O.{)(X)204 dynes per
square em. at 200C, and 76 cm. mercury, and which is approximately
the threshold pressure at 1,000 c.p.s. for the average normal ear. The
loudness of a sound is measured in phons the number of which is the
same as the decibels of sound intensity at 1,000 c.p.s. judged by a
normal observer 10 be as loud.

SOUND AND HEARING
~ature ~f ~ound .-8c fore

considering the problems of electrical
will be as well to review briefly the nature of sound.
Sound IS a form of energy radiated from a vibrating body through
the surrounding material medium as waves of pressure. These
pressure w~ves result from the particles of the medium having inertia
together With some form of elastic linkage one with another. The
particles move ~o ~nd fro in the direction in which the wave is tTaI·ctling.
In a manner Similar to the mOl'cmell1 produced in a train of goods
wagons when a locomotive clouts the end one.
HaT,monic pressure waves have thc physical properties of frequency,
intenSity and waveform, and are steady or sustained. Changes of
intensity, frequency or wal'crorm introduce components which are
transient or non-harmonic. Certain pressure waves affect the human
car, resulting in a sensation being registe red and are known as sound
or noise (noise being sound which is undesired by the rt:cipient).
Pressure waves outside the sensibility of the human auditory system
are known by other terms such as supersonic waxes, etc.
The Uuman Au ditory System.- The auditory system records
the physical properties of sound as sensations, viz., the sensation of
pitch for freque ncy, of loudness for intensity, and of timbre for waveform. The human car is a living, pressure sensitive microphone which
acts as a Fourier analyser of the sound before transmitting the
information to the brain. This property of the ear was formulated
into an acoustic law by Ohm, and explains how relati\'e phase changes of
the components of harmonic sound are imperceptible. For transient
sounds however relative phase changes can be sufficiently large so as to
bero~e a perceptible time interval and so altering the resulting
sensatIOn.
' ~hese facts arc accou~t~ for in a ~im ple way by the assumption,
whIch seems to be permISSIble ana tomIcally also, that there arc in tilt·
ear a large number of resonators each tuned for a different frequency.
This mechanism explains how the Fourier analysis is carried OUl, and
also makes it possible to suppose that the stimuli sent to the brain from
each resonator depend on intensity and not upon phase.
Loudness a nd Intenslty,- The auditory system judged as a
scientific instrument is decidedly non-linear. Loudness (the subjective quality) is related to sound intensity (the objective quality)
according to Fig. I, which is taken for an average ear. They show
the relationship between intensity levels and frequency for equal
loudness. These cun'(.'S were first published by Harvey Fletcher and
are known as Fletcher curves. Sound intensities below the lowest
cqU\pmen~ It
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From the irregular shape uf these cur ves it will be seen that the ear
will distort the loudness sensations of reproduced sound unless the
intensi ty of that sound is the same as that of thc original. This means,
of course, the intensity of sound impinging on pairs of ears must be the
same, and not that Ihe loudspeaker must radiate the same sound energy
as the original sound generator. Where this condition is not possible,
or thought desirable, various forms ,of correction linked with the volume
control are introduced. Examination of Fig. I will show how only
\'ery approximately this (;an be effected.
5

Non·Unear Distortion in the Ear.- Non·linear distortion in the
ear is manifested in the fact that when a pure tone of sufficient intensity
is heard, higher harmonics arc formed in the car (the octavo, the du.
decimo, etc., are heard) and when two tones of different frequency are
heard at the same time. new tones arc formed which are linear com.
binations of the frequencies of the two tones (combination tones).
The m?st obvious combination tone is the one of difference frequency,
and thlS was the one first discovered. One speaks of objecti\'e and
subjecti\'e tones according as the tones perceived are present or absent
in the sound outside the car. T he inter-play of objecti\'e and subjective tones affect the perceived sensation. When a loud pure tone
of about 100 phons is heard, subjecti ve pure tones are produced. If
about 10 per cent. of objective second harmonic is added in such a
manner that its phase can be adjusted, then a change in the sound can
be perceived dependent on the phase. At one particular phase the
tone registers as being purer than when no obje<1.ive SC{;()nd harmonic
is present. This shows that the aco ustic law of Ohm and Hel mholtz's
Rule (see below) are only true in general, and not absolutely SO owing
to the structure and mechanism of the car.
Timbre and Waveform.- lt has been fou nd that in practice
Helmholtz's rule holds good, that is, the sound perception of a tone
containing harmonics is dependent entirely on the intensi ties of the
different components and independellt of the relative phases of these
components. In other words, the tinlbre is independent of the
relative phases of the component tones. The rule has been found
correCt for sounds of very large numbers of components where the
wave form is made totally different by altering the relative phases.
The different wave forms arc quite indistinguishable as to their Y1und
impression. pro\'ided that the intensity is low (see previous Jl;tragraph).
Pitch a nd Frcquency,- The pitch of a note is fairly generally
linked to frequency except at high intensities, when at low frt.-quenci(:s
pitch varies directly with intensity, and at high frequencies illl·eNdy.
The human ear is extremely sensitive to changes of freq uency. For
freq uencies between 500 and 4,000 c.p.s. the fractional diffe rence in
frequenc), which can be perceived is 0.3 of 1 per cent. This figure
increases for higher and lower frequencies.
If the frequ ency of a note is rapidl y fluct uated above and below the
fundamental value up to about se\'cn times per second then the car can
register these changes. Singers and players often do this and the
effect is known as vibrato. If, however, the rate is increased abo\'e
about seven per second, the ear loses the ability to follow the chang("S
and registers the result as an amplitude variation with a complex
mixture of harmonics. This phenomenon has a hearing on loud.
speaker design, design of a single unit reproducing the fu ll spectrum.
Considering the example of such a speaker reproducing a treble note
simultaneously with a bass note, the source of the treble no te mo,'cs
forward and backward with respeCt to the observer at a frequency t.-qual
to that of the bass note. T hus it can be understood how the treble
note becomes frequency modulated by the bass note through this form
of Doppler effect.
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•
Range of Pitch .- Reference to Fletcher's curves show that there is
a sharp fall in sensitivity in the aver.lge normal ear at about 15,000 cycles
per second. This up per frequency limit of audibility becomes lower
with increasing age of the observer.
At the lower end of the spectrum the sensitivity falls more gradually;
between 50 c.p.s. and 25 C.i).S. the threshold of audibility changes by
about 16 db. The most abrupt change occurs at around IS c.p.s.
whe re the sensation of hearing seems to changc to one of fecling.
At bass frequencies the auditory system seems to provide the subjective observation of a fundamental note when presented with a series
of harmonics. For this r~lIon it is mo re difficult to distinguish the
absence of fundamental when a sound reproducing system is made
sharply to e1.ll off below, sa)" 50 c.p.s. the reproduced frequencies then
include the 8CCQnd harmonic of the lowest note commonly occurring in
orchestral music.
Transle nts .- These components of sound form the consonant" of
speech and give character to music; the humonic tones providing the
colour and the transients the lines and outlines of the musical picture.
T ransients can be analysed into Fourier series like complex harmonic
tones, and the components react on the ear like other sounds with the
7

ACOUSTICAL PROBLEMS
relat~ve pha.ses similarly havin~ little significance with the following
prO~I.SO. .Sm.ce by nature translCnts are of short duration, the relativc

P:OsI~lons III tIme of the component frequencies must not change by a
sl.&nlficam amount, ot~e.rwise the sensation produced would be totally
dIfferent and the defimtlon of the sound picture would suffer.

Fig . 3 .. Frequencles of plano notes. This can be of use in rough
dctermlm,Uon of resona nt freq uencies, approx imale cali bnltlons of
oscillators. elc.

Mas~i~$.-When any sound is impressed upon the car it reduces
the senslb~hty of the ear to other sounds. T his is known as masking
and experiment has shown that a low tone will not obliterate to any
degree a high one far removed in frequency except when the former is
raised to a verr high level of intensity and that a tone of higher frequency can obhterate a tone of lower intensity only when the two tones
are close togeth.er.. It foll~l\\ls then that the sensation produced by a
comple:" s:ound IS dIfferent III cha~~er as ~\lell as in intensity when the
sound IS lllcreased or decreased III IntensIty without other distortion.
In general, as the tone becomes more intense the low tones will become
more pro!ninent as the high tones are masked. Further change of
cha~acter IS produced by the generation of subjective tones as described
earher.

8
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Gene ra L- When a person of normal hearing listens to an orchestra
in a large hall, the sound rcceived by the ears is made up of that which
has travelled t he (lirect path or paths, and that which has t ravelled by
a great number of different paths each including reflection from
different solid surfaces. The relative proportions -Qf- d\CSe two components, of course, will vary with the distance of the hearer from the
source, and it is found that the pleasantest effect is obtained when ;l
definite proportion of reflected to direct sound is received . A room
or hall which pro\·ides this optimum condition for the great majority
of the listening occupants is said to have good acoustics.
A measu re of this property is obtained from the reverberation time.
This is the period requi red for the a\'crage sound energy density in
the room or enclosure (and at a given frequency, the sound energy
being initially in a steady state), to decrease after the source has been
cut off, to olle millionth of its initial value, i.e., by 60 db. T he unit is
Ihe second . The reverberation time, however, dot.'S not tell the whole
story, but is a useful practical figure especially when expressed as a
curve showing the value at each frequency.
The reverberation time of a particular room is increased by increasing the area of hard or sound reflecting surfaces and decreasing
the area of soft or sound absorbing surfaces. Selective surfaces and
shaping of the room are employed to produce the best curve of
reverbe ration time/freque ncy. For example, an auditorium may be
poor because of lack of damping for low frequencies only. Acoustic
treatment which produces absorption for the high frequencies in such
a room would make it worse rather than improve it.
Location of Microphone and Balance Tcc hnique .- A problem of practical importance to the acoustics engineer is that of the
best location for a microphone and whether more than one microphone
should be employed. The solution will depend on the directional
properties of the particular microphones available. I'vlost mic rophones
are markedly directional for treble frequencies but not so for bass
frequencies, with the result that if such microphones are placed too far
away from the source the resulting quality is bass heavy. T his is
because the prolX>rtion of reflected sound to direct sound is increased
with increased distance from the source, and if the microphone has
marked di rectional properties in the treble only, then only the direct
ITeblc will be received . The ribbon microphone differs from other
microphones in several respects. It is scnsitive at the back as well as
the front, and within an angle of 1000 or SO at both back and front the
response is uniform. At the sides the response falls rapidly to dead
silence on the plane of the ribbon. As a result of these properties the
amount of reflected or reverberated sound picked up by a ribbon microphone is only about one-third of that picked up by other types. In
practice this allows the microphone to be placed about twice as far
away for the same ratio of indirect to direct sound.
Again the mode of ol}Cration of ribbon microphone exaggerates the
bass frequencies when the microphone is located less than 18 ins. or
9

24 ins, from the source, Its use at distances less thall these results in
a "boomy" quality,
The object of correct location of microphones and of the technique
of balancing the various instruments or other sources is to enable the
microphone to pick up a sound pattern as close to that which a pair of
ears favourably placed ill the auditorium would do, As one would
expect, this is best obtained by balancing the orchestra for a listener
in the haJJ and then employing a single microphone at the best
distance from the source to give the most pleasing proportion of
indirect to direct sound.
However, owiug maybe to indifferent aooustics, the required effect
cannot always be obtained by the use of a single microphone, Where
more than one have to be employed the important condition to be
observed is that no instrument or siuger is picked up directly by more
than one microphone.
Aco u stics of the Lis tening Room a nd location of the
. Lo uds peaker ,- A single channel system consisting of an ideal
microphone, ideal transmission apparatus and an ideal pair of head·
phones would give the listener all but the sensation of audio perspective,
Listening with two cars in an auditorium gives this sensation through
the ability of the aural system to interpret the phase differences between
the sound received by the respective cars. The ability to sense the
distribution in space of the various instruments of an orchestra is :(
oontributing fact or in the total sensation experienced by the listener.
This factor cannot be obtained with the ideal system supposed above.
Neglecting the images based on pre\'ious experience, the impression
obtained will be of the orchestra located somewhere on the plane
perpendicular 10 and bisecting the line joining the ears, Two separate
channels, each connecting a microphone to a single ear piece. with the
microphones spaced similarly to a pair of ears and with each micro·
phone having the same directional properties as the corresponding ear,
would result in tne received sound being indistinguishable from the
original and including the factor of sound perspective. However,
unless the microphones could be arranged to move and the movement
interlocked with the movement of the listening ears, as the head is
rumed, the effect would still fall that much short of perfection.
Going back to the ideal single channel system, the replacement of
the ideal headphones by an ideal loudspeaker, irrunediately involn:s a
new sct of difficulties. The listening ears hear sound directly from the
loudspeaker and indirectly from the reAections and re\'erberation of
the listening room. In general, the effect would be that of the source
of sound being in another room connected to the listening room by the
aperture of the loudspeaker. The audio perspective would be very
much missed in the case of large orchestras or groups of talkers, but
not at all with solo instruments or single talkers. As an example,
listening to the Brains Trust (with high fidel ity equipment) does not
bring the sense of the talkers being round a table but that of each one
in tum swiftl y and silently moving to that hole in the wall, saying
his piece and equally swiftly and silently making way for the next.
By using more than one loudspeaker fed from the same channel and
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suitably located, this effect could be modified. The general result,
however, would be an inability to tell where from the sound is ooming,
which may not be always pleasant.
The use of two channels with loudspeakers arranged in their spacing
to correspond with the associated microphones would contribute gready
to the realism of reproduction. There would be a marked lessening of
the" next room" effect. The use of further channels would result in
further improvement, but not so marked. The introduction of F.l\1.
transmissions on two channels might pro\'ide the opportunity for the
B.B.C and listeuers to combine in some interesting experiments in this
direction.
The above oonsideration of ideals may assist the reader to arri ve at
the best compromise with a single speaker on a single channel. As
tne vast majority of such speakers concentrate the treble sound within
a oomparatively small solid angle about the axis, the loeatiou should be
such that this beam is not interrupted by intervening absorbent
material. As these upper frequencies give the listener the sense of
direction from which the sound is (."oming, then this consideration
inAuences the choice of speaker location and often prov idc::s an argumenl
against tile combined set and speaker, i'vlany otherwise ' blameless
radiog rams are spoilt through the loudspeaker being mounted too
low down.
Use of two or m or e lo uds peaker s eac h r epr odu ci n ~ a
Co mplimenta r y portion of the a udi o s pectrum .- Some of
the more difficult problems associated with the high fideli ty reproduction of sound arise flOm Ihe "ery great band width of
the audible lone range, This, extending o,'er nine octal'ts, is rrobably the widest encountered in the applied seien!.'C of electronics.
It is the limiting facto r in the des.ign of all the associated equipment,
microphones, amplifiers, radio units, reproduccrs, recorders, etc., and
the difficulties increase with increase of power, particularly so with
loud speakers. Hence some high fidelity, high power installations
overcome limitations by dividing the spectrum between two or more
loudspeakers which, in fewer cases, are each fed from a separate
amplifier. An arrangement commonly used in high.grade cinema
installations oonsists of a bass speaker (0< woofer ") of the moving ooil
direct radiation type mounted on a large Aat baffie and a treble speaker
(" twetter ") of the moving coil exponential horn type,
Large diaphragms can be made which mo\'e with their entire surface
substantially in phase up to a frequency of the order of one kilocycle
per second, while small diaphragms beha"e similarly as pistons up to
correspondingly higher frequencies. The latter, in particular, require
some matching de\'ice such as an exponential horn for a reasonable
transfer of energy to the surrounding air. An exponential hom be·
haves somewhat as a high pass fi lter having a cut of[ frequency dependent on the length of the hom; the greater the size of the horn the
lower the cut off frequency, A bass horn thus becomes a ,"cry large
affair, and is usually not practir.ablc through limitatiun of space unless
somc compact fo lded design is used.
II

The use of such mulliple speakers enables a level frequency charactcristic to be more casily obtaincd, reduces the effects of non-linear or
wave form distonion occurring in the units themseh'cs and, finally,
reduces the frequency modulation of treble tones by the bass as previously described. The last two effects are the most imponant, due
to the generation of combination tones.
Non-linear or wa\,eform distortion as later defined is objectionable,
not duc to the resulting harmonies, but through the associated combination tones. T hus thc Distortion Factor (as latcr defined) becomes
merely a figure indicating the goodncss or badness of a circuit with
respect to thesc combination tones. The harmonics of thc order
usually met with in electrical sound apparatus being musically related
merely alter the timbre of a particular sound. Sincc, in general, sounds
of musical instruments or of the human voice are already very rich in
harmonies, the proponions of which nl.ry widely for different specimens
of the szme instrument as well as for the same instrument played
differently, it is of little consequence that a relatively small percentage
is added or taken away. Thus one notiCl..""S how tolerably solo instruments are reproduced evcn on the meanest of equipment. In contrast,
combinations of many instnlments under similar conditions of reproduction lose clarity, and bear very lillie n.-semblance to the original.
T he individual instruments lose their distinction and become mcrged
one with another due to the wide spcctru m of sum and difference tones
having very little musical relationship. Sound has become a noise.
It must be strcssed also that the Distortion Factor is an adequate
measure of the ability of apparatus to introducc combination tones
when it is known for all relevant freque ncies.
T o obtain the full advantage it is obvious that energ}' must be fed
to each loudspeaker of a combination only within the rt"Specti\'e
operati\'e frequency range. Circuits which achie\'e this are known as
dividing networks. Such networks arc commonly connected betwcen
the output of an amplifier and the loudspeakers, but further advantage
can be gained by insertion in an earlicr part of the chain. T his increases the expense, and usually it is not worth whilc dividing before
the out put valves. It is often of great value 10 divide between the output valvcs and the output transfo rmer. Such an arrangement is gi\"en
later in this manual. This circuit in addition to reducing the effect
of loudspeaker disto rtion, reduces the Distortion Factor of the output
transformer, imlXlSCS a better load on the valves at the e"treml.."S of
the frequency band and enables loudspeakers of differing impedances
and efficiencies to be uscd.
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ELECTRICAL

E QU IP ~l E NT

Overa ll Specification_- Bcfore considering in detail the vanous
items of apparatus comprising the electric.d eljuiilment linking the
broadcast or recording studio with the 10udspc:1kel it might be worth
while to write down the overall requirements for {he highest fidelity
reproduction. T hese are :(a) A freque ncy response charactcristlc, defined as the ratio of the
sound power at any frequency uSl'ful1y emanating from the
loudspeaker to the sound powcr sUP!llcd to the microphone, to
be Aat within ± I db. from 30 to 15,000 cycles per second.
(b) The Distortion Factor, defined as
Sum of squares of amplitudes of harmonics
100
X
percen!.,
· d e 0 ffun d amenta1
Sq uare 0 f ampIIt\1
to be less than 0.5 per cent. for middle and high frequ encies and
less than 2 per cent. for frequencies below 100 cycles per second,
all at ma"imum modulation, and not to increase with redu{'ed
modulation.
(c) The time taken by a comlXlnent of any frequency to pass through
the system to be not more than a fraction of a millisecond or so
diffcrent from that taken by a component of any other frequency.
(T his condition is peculiar to the satisfactory reproduction of
transients).
(d) The phase change must be a minimum consistent with the
frcqucncy characteristic.
(.!) T he rati., of peak power at maximum modulation to unwanted
noise e"pressed as decibels to be not less than 60.
(j) The power ratio of maximum to minimum modulation to be
at least ..JO dh. and preferably 50 db.
Of the above characteristics (a), (b), (c) and (d) depend only on the
cl..... 'nomic factor for their achievement while (e) and (f), in the present
statt! of the science, arc mutually interde pendent and cannot be
described as anywhere ncar attain ment. The ratio between orchestral
fort:ssimo and pianissimo passages is of tht! order of ten million to one
(70 db.) 2nd if this ideal volume range is to be reproduced then a signal
to noise ratio uf :!hout 80 to 90 db. will be required. With the amplitude form of modulation at present in general use a volume range of
25 db. is possible (from 5 per cent. to 95 per cent. modulation) and since
frequency modulation can give an improvement in signal to noise ratio
of about 30 db. then it is reasonable to expect a corresponding impro\'cIllent in vt)lume range. A later paragraph will discuss \'olume
expanding ne tworks which can be introduced at the receiving end.
I n addition to the above listed electrical requircments, the equipmcnt
should poS$css the following features of the importance of which the
operating engineer needs no reminding;
(I!) 11 sbould be reliable and easy to service.
(h) It should be easy to set up and easy to operate.
13
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An inter-valve transformer enables the driving valve to wo rk under
conditions of maximum power and then a step up to the grid impedance
to be obtained. Such a transformer also provides the facility for rapid
clearing of temporary overloading of the grid circuit but has the disadvantages of being bul ky and of introducing inde terminate phase
changes outside the pass band making the application of feed-back
more difficult.
Power amplifiers are referred to as Class A, Class ABI or Class AB2 •
Class 13 1 or Class Bz, or Class C according to the mode of operation of
the valves. The last-named is only used in single frequency amplifie rs
where the harmonics produced can be filtered out by resonant circuits.
Class A covers all stages of an audio frequency amplifier except some
push pull output stages which fo r reason of economy are operated under
Class 13 conditions. T hese conditions provide greater efficiency, by
which is meant the ratio of audio power obtained, to the d.c. anode
power supplied .

service life.
(j) It should be of pleasing appearance.
(k) It should be as light in weight and as cncap in price consistent
with all the other requirements.

Volume Expansion .- T he backgrou nd noise inherent in all
known systems of radio or wire t ransmission and of reco rding, means
that the volume range has to be restricted or compressed. This compression, as is well known, is carried out prior to transmission or
recording and is achieved either by a hand-operated volume control
or by electronic circuits doing the same function but without the
ability to anticipate.
Ideally the compressor should be an ampl ifying device whose gain
in controlled in inverse proportion to the peak programme envelope. As
the programme envelope or peak yolume is apt to vary as steeply and
rap idly as the vibrations of a single no te, the problem becomes a little
difficult. The best practical scheme is one which reduces the gain
rapidly in immediate an ticipation of a loud passage and then acts more
slowly to restore the gain to normal.
This compression being an alteration to the original is a form of
distortion, and it is reasonahle to attempt to correct for it at the
receiving end by the use of a complementary ex pansion unit. Very
satisfying results can be obtained provided that the law of expansion
enjoys some nodding acquaintanceship with the law of compression and
provided that the ap paratus docs not introduce disto rtion such as
harmonic distortion of its own.
Essentially an expanding circuit consists of two portions, the one a
valve amplifier whose 1,"3in is controlled by the other. A pai r of pushpull variable-mu valves commonly comprise the first while the second
consists of a condenser charged from the programme via a rectifie r
and having charging and discharging time constants in acco rdance
with the dcsired expansion law. The d.c. voltage thus produced is
used to control the gain of the first portion. The signal applied to
the variable-mu valves must be suflicientl y small .so as not to result
in ap preciable harmonic distortion.
T he development of such a circuit is a fruitful field of experimental
research for the amateur.
Amplifiers.- Under this heading only audio frequency amplifiers
will be considered since radio freQuenc~' circuits of all kinds arc beyond
the scope of this manual. For information on these a reference should
be made to such well-known text books as Langford Smith's" Radio
Designer's Handbook" or T erman's" Radio Engineer's Handbook ."
All amplifiers are, strictly speaking, power amplifiers, but t he early
stages of most amplifiers operate so as to develop maximum voltage
and not neccssarily maximum power.
l\'laximum power, irrespective of any other condition, is obtained
when the load resistance is equal to the dri ving resistance. In all
amplifier arranged for voltage ampl ification the load resistance (usually
t he external anode resistance of the valve in parallel with the grid
impedance of the following stage) is made th('. largest value possible.
14
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Class A Powe r Am plifiers.- T he distinguishing feature of
this mode of operation is the constancy of the anode current when the
amplifier is operating. Substantially constant anode current (lows all
the time whate\'er the level of programme. Automatic bias by means
of a cathode resisto r can be used to advantage, and the regulation of
the anode supply is not critical. The proper operation of class A
requires a careful balance of load impedance, operating point and
maximum signal voltage on the grid. Maximum power is obtained
when the load is equal to the dynamic resistance of the valve or valves,
but for maximum power at a given percentage of harmonic distortion
the load must be greater in the case of a triode (usually two to three
times) and less in the case of a pentode. In the latter case the load
resistance is chosen so that the evcn harmonics are zero at or near the
maximum swing, leaving the remaining distortion composed of odd
number harmonics, mainly 3rd and 5th, and ¥It outputs lower than
maximum the even number harmonics increase and the odd numbers
decrcase in strength.
Whcn operatcd in push pull class A both valves are driving at all
times and over all portions of the cycle, therefore the anode to anode
load is twice that req uired for a single valve. However, the value may
be modified slightly to take advantage of the cancellation of the even
number harmonics by the output transformer. The load is modified
to reduce the odd number harmonics at the expense of the even order
which then cancel out. T his principle taken further is used in
Class AB, or A82 •
Class AB I and AB 2 ·- T hese modes of operation are used only
in push pull for audio frequency amplification. The grid bias and a.C.
grid swing are such that anode current flows for more than half but
less than the entire electrical cycle. In ADI the grid swing is not
sufficient to cause grid current to flow while in AB2 it is so. The grid
bias must be obtained from a battery or separate circuit, and the power
pack must be designed to have good regulation, since the H.T . current
va ries with the programme leveL

IS

Class B 1 a nd B 2 .-Here the grids arc biased 10 CUI off or, more
precisely, 10 " projected cut off" which is the point on Ihe grid bias
axis which is CUI by Ihe projection of Ihe straight ponion of the anode
current/grid bias curve. The suffix (I) or (2) indicate the absence or
presence of ~rid current as described for AB. With Class H, however,
it is al most mvariably B2 which is chosen.
As only one vah'e is in operation at anyone time, its complement
being at that instant biased to cut off, the load resistance to be referred
into Ihe anode of each valve is tnat required by one valve. This load
resistance must appear between the anode and the centre lap of the
transformer. The equivalent load appearing across the whole winding
from anode to anode is thus four times that required for one vain:.
Most valve manufacturers quote this anode to anode figure. The
value fo r All is somethi ng in between that for Class A and Ihal for
Class B.
In addition to the ordinary vah'l'S there are valvt:S speciaJJy designed
fo r Class B operation. These have such a high slope Chal"dCleristic that
the projected cut off is ap proximately zero bias and are charal'terised
by unusually small grid current with positive grid voltage. In addition
the grid currem characteristic is reasonably linear, thus easing the
design of the driver stage.
Class n dr iver stage .- Beeause of the non-linear nature of the grid
impedance of a Class II stage the driving impedance must be low; the
maximum value for a given distortion is usually quoted by the vah'e
makers. Also the d.c. path across the grid ci rcuit must be of low resis tance for the easy Row of grid current. All this means that a transformer is nl'Cessary, usually stepping the impedance of the driver
valve down.
The P a rtridge Contro l Circuit.-.Modern high efficiency beam
tubl'S require screen voltages maintained at a cunstant value irrespective
of signal variations. ~r he Partridge control circuit provides such a
screen suppl y with ycry little waste of H .T. power.
The screens are supplied through an ordinary triode known as the
control \1th·e. T he anode of this "alue is conne<.'1ed to Ihe H .T. suppl y
and the cathode to the screens. The grid of the \'alve is laken to a
point in the circuit whose d.c. potential is the same as that at which it
is desired to maintain the screens. If no convenient point in the H.T.
suppl y to earlier stages is available then a high rl'Sistance potentiometer
across the full H.T. can be uscd.
The control \':llve should be of adcquate capacity to carry the required
screen current, and should ha\'c the highest mutual conductance
possible. The Mullard TT4 is a good type for most applications.
T his circuit has the further ad \'llntage of smoothi ng and decoupling
the screen supply to an extent dependent on the mutual conductance.
The patent rights of this most effecti\'e circuit arc now owned and
controlled by the Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. , to whom ap plication
should be made for permission to usc.
T his same principle of operation is used as the basis of design fo r
many power pack circuits having perfect regulation.
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Ne~atl ve Feed- Back .-Negativc feed-back in an amplifier Illcans
that a voltage derived from the output is injected into an earlier part of
the circuit in such a manner as to oppose the normal signal and so
to reduce the gain of that portion of the amplifier. The properties of
the amplifier arc modified in other ways desirable for many purposes.
1f A is the vohage amplification without feed-back and B is the
fraction of the output-\>oltage which is fed back (in general, A and B

are complex quantities) the new voltage amplification is I+AAB-

T he

ratio of this gain to A, the gain without feed-back expressed as decibels
is a colwenien! way of describing the amount of negative feed-back
applied. For instance, 40 db. of feed-back means that sufficient feedback has been applied 10 reduce the gain to onc hundredth of what it
was without feed·back (see Table I).
The harmonic distortion produced by the same portion of the
amplifier is now equal to t he distortion in the absence of fecd·back
divided by (I + AB) which is the same reduction as that of the voltage
amplification.
Thc signal to noise ratio is reduced by feed-back if the noise is
introduccd into thc high lel'cl parts of the circuit such as hum from a
poorly filtered power pack gctting into the output stage. T his disadvantage must be watched carefully.
When the feed- back is such as wi n tend to produce a constant
voltage across thc output termi nals, this form is known as voltage feedback, while the form which tends to main tain a constant current in the
load is known as current feed·back. By definition the former tends to
lower the apparent output impedance of the amplifier while the lattcr
tends to increase the same.
The apparent output impedance of a feed-back amplificr can be
calculated from the conccption of it as the ratio of open circuit voltage
to short circuit current. Let Y in be the a.c. signal entering the amplifier at the point to which the feed-back I'oltage, Vfb, is applied. B is
the fract ion of the output voltage which is fed back. m is thc magni' fication factor of the last valvc. A is the voltage gain up to thc last
grid and Vg is Vin - Vfb

Vfb "", B.A.m.Vg when the load resistance is infinite (o.c.)
Vg = Yin - B.A.m. Vg
or Vg

Vin

= ".,;";:-:::
I+ H.A.m

. . output 1'0Itage \' o.c = V'In 1+A.m
an d open CLrcuLt
B.A.m.

When t he output is short·ci rcuited the feed-back voltage is nil and
.'. Vg = Yin
and t he short circuit current h .c. =

IS

Yin A m where R is the output
R'

impedance without fcedback.

A.m
R
R
1+ D.A.m A.m "'" I + B.A.m
Thus the output impedance is redu ced by voltage feed back in the
same ratio as t he reduction of gain.

Yo.c.
R
- ,- =
output =

"

Va r iatio n s of Feed·b ac k .- Feed-back can be manipulated to
gil'e frequency charactcristics othcr t ha n level, to gil'C reduction of
disto rtion without a1tcration to gain, or without alteration to apparent
output impedance. It can be applied over links in t he chain other
than valve stages, for instance, from the rectificd signal picked up by a
local receive r back to the early stages of a transmitter, or from a
recording head to the early stages of the amplifier.
Design con s ide r a tio n s .- The design problems associated with
negati,'e feed -back are solved through the practicai application of
Nyquist's Regeneration T heo ry published in 1932 in the Bell System
Technical Journal. For instance, if it is desi red to apply 10 db. of
feed-back over two stages then the phase change introduced by these
t wo stages and the feed-back path must be less t han 180° while the
gain of t he same loop rcmains wi thin 10 db. of the mid band gain.
At a frequency a little way beyond the one at which t he gain has fallcn
by 10 db. the phasc change can cqual or exceed 180° and a more rapid
fall in gain thus introduced . Where the loop contains only discreet
elements such as resistances and capacities the re is a uniq\le relation
between thc frequency characteristic and thc minimum phase change.
For instance, whcn a capacity is fed wit h a.c. from 1I resistive source
the phase of the current approaches ; - and is in advance of the supply
voltage; the voltage across the condenser falls at the maximum rate of

6 db. per octave of frequcncy change. T his relationship between the
phase change and the frcquency characteristic fails to obtain (I) when
the circuit includes a transmission line; (2) when at some high frequency the valves o r transformers or chokes fail to act as lumped
constants; (3) when the circuit includes an all·pass section.
T he rate of fall of the frequency characteristic for a minimum phase
change of 180° is 12 db per octave, and thercfore the ratc of loop gain
cut-off in a feed·back amplifier must be less than 12 db., say, 10 db.
per octal'e. This means that the cut-off interval must be at least one
octave fo r each 10 db. of applied feed-back plus an octave for margin.
Thus for t he amplifier whose circuit is givcn later in this manual, having
a pass band 30 c.p.s. to 15,000 c.p.s. the band width over which control
must be exercised for 4() db. of feed-back is 5 octaves greater, j.t.,
32 X 15

= 480

:JO

kc.p.s. at the upper end and 32

=

I c.p.s. at the

other. The relation between loo p gain and loo p phasc change can
be used as the basis of design with a full consideration of all the
elements which contribute to t he loop gain characteristic.
Amplifie r Construc tlon .- S uccessful amplificr construction depends to a great cxtent on a flair for laying out the components to the
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best advantage. The mind must be accustomed 10 considering the
various connections and circuit points in terms of;(Q) the impedance from particular points to ground or chassis.
(6) the a.c. potential of particular points with respect to ground or
chassis.

(c) the signal current carried by particular conductors.
(d) the phase re1ationship of the various points in the circuit.
Low impedance connections and some points of low a.c. potential are
be6t wired in cable form while all others are wired poim to point by the
shortest sleeved wire. Wires carrying heavy a.c. must be twisted, go
and return together. Components should be laid out in their correct
respective positions in order of progression bearing in mind these
wiring considerations. A good rule is so to space the components that
anyone can be taken out without having first to remove more
than one other. Greater spaeing must be given to parts giving
off heat or heat reRI:cting metal screens can be provided to protect
components such as electrolytic condense~. Inductance coils should
be mutually so orientated that the minimum inter.coupling obtains.
If the power supply is on the same chassis great care must be taken to
separate the power components from the low level parts of the circuit.
In this connection it is a great conveniencc to have the transforme~
and chokes fitted with mountings which enable the component to be
'i.xed with its coil a.xis in any required orientation.
A final tip about wiring is never to allow the relatively high signal
currents of the later stages in flowing through particular leads to build
up e\'en a minute voltage which is connected in any way in between the
grid and cathode of the first stage. This rather obvious requirement is
often overlooked when the chassis is rathe r carelessly used as the return
lead for the signal currents of the various portions of the circuit.
In order to ensure stability in a high gain am plifier it is essential to
keep the stray couplin~ between the output and input circuits small
under all conditions. Since the input and output lines may frequently
be run in close proximity, especially on outdoor equipment, it is
necessary that both circuits be adequately screened and balanced.
Upon completion the wiring must be re·checked against the
diagram and inspected for good soldered contacts. When this has
been done to satisfaction the external circuits can be connected and
the power supply turned on. Heater voltages should be checked al
the valve pins. The output valves can then be inserted, and after
seeing that the heaters are alight, the rectifier val\·e. If all is normal
the remaining \'al\,es can be put ill, in revcrse order, checking all for
feeds and making sure that thc \'alve makers maximum voltages alld
currcnts are not exceeded.

(2) capacitative coupling from a sourcc of hum to grids, inside
or outside valves; this is reduced by reducing the grid
impedance i
(3) inductive coupling between transformer or choke coils;
(4) leakage betwecn cathode and heater, owing either to poor
insulation or to actual emission by the heater.
(b) From combined audio and radio frequency action. This may
be the result of<I) hum modulating the carrier within the R.F. amplifier usually
due to insufficient H. T. filtering;
(2) R.F. picked up from the mains. T his is where the electro·
static screen in Ihe mains transformer is useful;
(3) R.F. radiated by certain rectifiers mostly of the mercury
vapour type. This is cured by shorting the electrodes to
ground with small r.f. condensers.

Hum in A udio Frequency Equipment.-The most freque:n
causes for h\lm may be enumerated as follows :(a) From audio frequency action, which can be due to-(I) insufficient filtering of the H.T. (SO c.p.s. or 100 c.p.s.
according to whether a half·wave or full·wave rectifier is
used) ;

O the r Unwanted Noise .-Such noise arises from the following
sources :I. l\licrophonic noisc.'S caused by the vibration of components usually
in stages followed by high gain; \'alves and variablc condensers arc
Ihe most frequent causes, and thc trouble is often avoidcd by thc
correct choice of component or by designing the suitable anti·viblation
mountings with or without acoustic screens.
2. Bad contacts in wiring, in screening or inside components such as
batteries, condensers, etc. ; the mode of elimination is obvious.
3. Shot noise in vRlves followed by larb'C magnification. The Rllode
current of a valve is not absolutely steady, the electron stream rather
rescmbles a crowd going to a football match, steady on the a~'erage but
the individuals packed a little tighter here and a little slacker there.
The effcct is that of a steady d.e. with a random fluctuation super·
imposed. The frC<lucncies of the fluctuations is distributed quite
ulliformly over the entire spectrum, and the sum total which is finally
reproduced depends on the frequency band width. Valves working
at very low levels must be very carefully chosen for low noise. The
noise of a \'alve is frequently expressed as a resistance connected in thc
grid producing an equivalent thermal agitation noise (see below).
4. Thermal agitation or Johnson noise is due to the random movement of the free electrons in any conductor, and is proportional to the
absolute temperature of that conductor. It is therefore advisable to
kecp low level circuits as cool as possible. At normal temperatures
thc rmal agitation noise produced in a conductor of resistance R ohms
and measured for a band width of 11-11 is given by E = 12.6. 10-11
R U2 11) volts. This noise is produced in the series resistance
part of any impcdancc, the rcactive part does not contribute 10 the
noise. Thus in the design of an amplifier to follow a ribbon micro·
phone or moving coil pick.up an input transformer is of great \'alue
in reducing noise. A nccessary voltage step-up is obtained with
negligible increase of noise relative to signal since only the d.c. resist·
ance of the windings contributes to that noise and the increase of signal
obtained makes less important the shot noise of the first valve. T he
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greater the step up of the mput transformer the better, but as the actual
step-up obtained for a given band width depends on the core material,
its size and the arrangement of windings, the importance of good design
cannot be overstressed.

mental and thus can be neglected. One stage of fi ltering consisti ng of a

" ke, reactance 2 17. 100 L, and condenser Ct. reactance- ~--;;:;.~
10'
e,~o
wlil reduce the ripple to appro)[imateiy
217. 100 C l ,

10'

5, Site noise consisting of radiated atmospherics and man-made
Vr.m.s.= 1.5 1
C 2.

static exists everywhere, and is of importance only in radio frequency
amplifiers and receivers. The only procedure is effective scn.-cning
and the use of aerials which discriminate in favour of the wanted signal.
Sc r eeni.ng .- Elcctric energy is con\'cyed from one part of a circuit
to another by means of(0) An electric field;
(6) A magnetic field;
(c) Leads carrying current which in tum may produce electric or
magnetic fields.
Electric fields arc screened by sheets or wire mesh of conducti ng
non-ferrous metals connected to frame or earth potential. For complete elect ric screening of a portion of a circuit the screen must take
the form of a box completely enclosing that particular portion.
Magnetic fields at high freque ncies are screened by means similar
to those used for electric fields, the screening aClion being obtained
through the reactive cddy currents produced in the conducling mate rial.
Very low frequencies such as 50 e.p.s. are completely unaffected by
such screening and the only effective method of screening a component
or portion of a circuit fro m such a field is to divert that field through
material of high magnelic pcrmability such as Permalloy or i\'Iumetal.
Sheet steel such as used for chassis making is practically useless at
mains freq uency. The screen thus takes the form of a box which will
reduce the unwanted induction by -10 db. or more, provided the material
is adequately thick and the shape and general arrangements are rig ht.
Power S uppl y Unlts .- UnilS operating from 50 c.p.s. mains are
of two broad classifications, one producing a supply which is independent of main's fluctuations and the other which is not. The former
in\'oh'CS some fo rm of electronic control, and reference should be made
to the technical press for the many circuits thai ha\'e been published.
Of the other more usual kind, the design is based on the particular
rectifier chosen and on the data supplied by the makers. The procedure is quite straightforward and to rule of thumb except the calculation of the necessary smoothing, towards which end the following
information is usefuL
With full wave rectification and a resen'oir condenser, .t he ripple, at
the fundamental frequency double that of the mains, developed across
the reservoir condenser is given with sufficient accuracy by the formula

Vr.m.l. =

~~~ where

217 100 C;
1.5 I ~~~
IO:-'~~
10'
= C (217 100)' LC; - IO'
100 L - 217 100 C
1

•

Rese r voir Condc nsers .- The: choice of a suitable reservoir
condenser .Is important, and generally speaking electrolytic condensers
are not suitable. T here: are tv.o reasons :--{ I) The highest working
vOltag:e generally ob.tainable is of the order of 500\'. The peak voltage
to which the resen'Olr condenser is charged during each cycle is 1·4 times
the transfonner R.l\'I.S. voltage. Hence the highest transfonne r
voltage t.hat can be employed with a 5OOv. electrolytic resen'oir condenser 18 ~. (500 divided by ) ·4). (2) Electrolytic
~n densers ~not pass .more than a ve ry limited A.C. ripple current
Wit hout .rapld deteno ratlOn. In the case of most SOOv. working types
the maximum ripple is limited to 100 m.a. Now the ripple current

,
1. 1

.'

I is the d.c. in m.a. , f the mains frequency and

C the reservoir in mFds. which for a mains frequency of 50 c.p.s.
1.5 I
becomes Vr.III.I. =

c -

The second harmonic of this ripple is one-tenth or so of the funda22

(b)
Flit · 5. (a ) illus trates the u s ua l cond en ser Input to filter and (b )
lihows th e Choke Input us ed where Itood II.T. relt ula tl on Is re quired.
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The inp ut choke has to ha\'e certain specific properties o\'er and abo\'e
those of the ordinary smoothing choke. The wi nding must be capable
of withstanding the full ripple voltage, and the larger switching surges.
T he mechanical clamping must ensure si lent operation even with this
large ri pple voltage.
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passed by a reservoir con.dense r is al?proximatdy e~ ual to ,the I?~.
cur rent taken by the ampllfier, hencc It foll ~ ws that If an H . r. Unit ~s
required to pass more tha n 100 m.a. rectified D.C., an electrolytIc
condenser cannot be used as the reservoir. T his important technical
l}Oint has been ignored in several ci rcuits emanating from sources
expected to be better info rmed.
.
An electrolytiC condcnser of the 5OOv. worki ng type can be used With
safety as a rese rvoi r only if the t.ransformer v~1tage does not exceed
350-O--35(h '. and the to tal rectIfied curre nt IS under 100 m.a. If
either of these fig ures is exceeded a paper co nd ~nser mllst be used.
T he preceding remarks apply only to the r~ser vol r cond c~ser becau~e
the ripple current in the condensers fo llOWing the smoothl1lg choke IS
negligible.
Rectifier ci r cui t w ithl c hoke input.- Full wave rectifier ci rcuits
can be improved in regulat i~~ and reliability by t h~ inclusion of a ehok~,
of certain inductance and desIgn, bctwl'Cn the rccl1fier and the reservoir
condenser. T his choke is designed to be of value somewhat abo\"c the
lowest inductance that will maintain a cont inuous flow of current
th rough the rectifier. T he lower the va l~ e of the choke rcs~sl ance the
better the regulation, therefore the choke IS chosen to be of md uetance
j us t above the minimum value as defined abo\·e.
? Tr /

L

The condition fo r continuous flow is that -Rlood

> i,

whe re L is

the choke inductance and/ the mains frequency X 2.
The D. C. Voltage at the output is 0·9 Er.m .$. - I (Rmt + Rchokt ).
.
0·6 Er.m. l.
where / is twice the mai ns
T he ripple across C IS (2Tr /)2 L C
freq ue ncy.

•

The Swing ing Ch oke.- If the curre nt ta kcn by the load varies
between two limits II and 12 the regulation of the ci rcu it to this variation can be made almost perfect by arrangi ng the choke to be! ncar
satu ration at the lower limit 11 and so at higher currents the ind uctance
of the choke falls rapidly and at the upper limit the circuit is functioning
almost as a capacity input one. Such a circuit needs careful design
starting with the manufacturers' data on the rectifie r.
Class n ci rcui ts require very carefully designed j}Ower pack units if
distortion is to be ke pt wi thi n reaso nable pro portions. The good
regulation provided by a swinging choke circuit is valuable to this end,
so long as additional smoothing is provided. T he final smoothing
condenser has to be adequately large since it is an essential part of the
Class B ci rcuit (each valve working independentl y over its particular
half cycle).
Tone Cont rols and Tone com pen sated Volume cont rols . Audio amplifiers are frequently provided with controls for altering the
bass and the tre ble characteristics. These are termed tone controls

."
,

"'Ig. 7. S ho ws

a m.e t hod of a dJ u stin ~ th e frequ ency c har:.c te r is lic
of an a mp lifie r to correspond wit h t he gain,

and are fo r the purpose of modifying the character of the amplifier
out put to give new a:sthetic effects, to compensate fo r acoustic characteristics, reduce hum, scratch, etc. Such circuits should modify the bass
and treble without affecting the middle frequ encies, although in many
cases the ideal is not reached. For frequency characte ristic slopes of
up to 6 db. per octa\"e ci rcuits employing resistance shu nted by capaci ty
or capacity in series with resistance, are sufficient. For sharper
characteristics, resonant circuits should be used wi th means of \'ary ing
the effccti\"e Q of the circuit and of \"arying the Lie ratio.
The characteristics of the car are such that the ap parent loudness
of bass tones relative to treble is less as the volume level is reduced .
111 order to correct for this, volume controls can be arranged so that
as the gain is reduced, the reduction is less for bass than for other tones.

",

?-

Such an arrangement is termed a tone compensated volume control
and an example is given in Fig. 7.
P.A. work often calts for the reverse process where \'oiee levels
larger than life are needed. At such levels the bass chest tones become
overpowering and speech unnatural with reduced articulation. T o
eliminate these effects the bass and to a much less degrce the treble
must be attenuated.
Summarising, P.A. apparatus being generally used to reproduce
sounds at or above the natural intensities, requires adjustable controls
for atlenuating the bass and the treble. Radio or gramophone amplifiers for home use, normally operated at or below the original sound
volume, need tone correcting circuits for boosting treble and bass.
These conclusions do not lake into account the suppression of needle
scratch and side-band twitter, correction for recording characteristics.
room acoustics, etc., each of which:must be treated as a separate
.problem.
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SO UND REINFO RCEMENT AND
PUBLIC ADD RESS
Genera l .- Sound Reinforcement Equi pment is designed to make
the original source of sound mo re easily audible to a large audience.
The criterion of success in the use of such equipment is that the
listeners are not made con&eious of its operation. Such success is
achieved by the \'ery careful choice of components, the microphones
fo r their directional properties, amplifiers of adequate audio power
output, loudspeakers suitably placed, and last but not least the design
of the auditorium itself, Since in all eases the orchestra or speaker can
be seen and heard by the audience, acoustical reaction between loudspeakers and microphones must be most carefully eliminated.
Public Address Equipment is used for direct entertainment (as from
rt.'cordings), for general announcements or paging, for controlling and
directing crowds, for adding to the interest of events, such as car eacing,
sports, etc., by means of a commentary, for publicity and electioneering,
for use in place of expensive instruments such as a peal of bells or a
church organ, for the provision of sound effects, etc., etc.
Low Level Cir cults .- A gramophone pick-up, sound head,
radio receiver urUt, microphone or similar device provide the initial
electrical audio frequency energy 10 be amplified. All except the radio
receiver unit produce a low level signal which has to be treated ..... ith
care so that background noise does Jlot become unduly great. In the
choice of component such as of a microphone the inherent background
noise has to be considered, and it is in this respec t that the carbon type
is so bad.
When microphonc.'S and pick-ups are located some distance from the
main amplifier then connection must be made via circuits of impedance
neither so high as to pick up noise by capacity out-of-balance, nor so
low as to do the same by magnetic induction. It is found that a circuit
of impedance 100 to 600 ohms is a good compromise and provided the
screening and balancing is good, it can be used for distances up to
several hundred yards even with such insensitive devices as rib bon
microphones or moving coil picks-ups. Two screened and balanced
transformers are needed, one fo r stepping the microphone impedance to
the line impedance and the second, usually part of the amplifier, for
stepping the line impedance up to the grid of the first valve. The
latter should gi\'e a step-up sufficient to provide a signal which is
adequately high with res pect to amplifier valve noise. To achie\'e this
in the case of the most insensitive devices such as ribbon microphones
means that the transfonner has to be designed to the limit, and must
take account of the input capacity and resistance of the valve. The
cost of such a well designed component often appeal'! high, but the
economics have to be balanced against the technical result.
Adequate screening often demands mumetal bo:<C8 enclosing the
transformers. Such ooxes need careful designing, and it is not
sufficient 10 specify the material from which they are to be made. It
is better to state in decibels the reduction of pick-up of an external
50 c.p.s. field by the compo~ent when it is so enclosed.
Z7

The usual kind of screened microphone cable has a surge impedance
of the order of 100 ohms which is suitable for the circuits described.
It mi$ht be helpful to point out here that the surge impedance of a
cable IS not to be confused with the D.C. resistance of a particular piece
but is the impedance of that cable to an electro-magnetic wave motion
along it. Its value depends on the self capacity between wires, selfinductance, conductor resistance and insulation resistance, all per unit
length of the cable. Only where the runs are long compared to the
wa\'e!cngth of the wave motion is it necessary to match to this surge
impedance.
It is often found necessary to employ pre-amplifiers, This is the
term for an amplifier located close to the microphone or pick-up so as
to raise the signal le\-el before transmission o\'er a longish line having
perhaps a high noise pick-up. Such amplifiers are usually single stage
employing a low noise valve, having an input and an output transformer, and being designed to handle up to the maximum level likely
in the particular circumstances without distort~on, , In s:am,e in~tances
such as with condenser microphones the amplifier IS built In With the
instrument and power supplies have to be connected by a multi-core
cable.
Fig, 9, This circuit ,. s ui table for loll' sensit ivity m icrophones,
";xtra channels can be lidded . RI • n t • r" r t • elc., :.re 250,000 ohm s,

Mi xl ll ~ and F adlll ~ .-There are many ways of mixing input
channels; some are too crude to be satisfactory, and others too cxact
to be economical. T he circuit chosen will depe nd on the sensitivity

,I
Method or mhdnl1 th ree high sens lti~· lt y microphonesnIl I~ •. R•• r ,. r t and r. are each 250,000 ohms.

Output C ircuits - Var y ln ~ LO[1d s .- l\'lany occasions arise ill
practice when it is not possible to operate unde r the ideal load
conditions required by the output valves. In radio relay station, hotel
and school installations and in thc home where extension speakers are
used, it is essential to control the volume of individual speakers and to
switch speakers out of circuit without altering the ratio of the output
transfonner, Advantage can be taken of the fact that with triodes in
Class A and also in certain Class A- B circuits the anode load can be
increased (never reduced) above the optimum value providi ng the out·
put power is reduced in the inverse prol>ortion. Suppose four 15 ohm
speakers are operating in parallel from a 12 watt output stage. The
transformer should be wound for 3'75 ohms output. If two speakers
are switched off, the load on the 3·75 ohm output will now be 7·5 ohm
(15 divided by 2). Howe\'er, if no alteration be made to the setting of
the amplifier volume control, the power supplied to the remaining
speakers will not increase perceptibly and the output power will therefore drop to one-half. Under these conditions no distortion will
occur, but if the amplifier volume control is turned up in an attempt
to feed the full 12 watts into the mismatched loud harmonic distortion
will at once become apparent. Pentodcs and many Class B circuits
are quite unsuitable for conditions such all the preceding in which the
load impedance is varied.

of the microphones or pick-ups and the extent of the stray noise field
in the vicinity of the equipment, The circuit used should be judged
by its effect on the signal to noise ratio at all levels and on the general
quality in other respects such as frequency characteristic.
Fader circuits should also be judged in the same manner.
28
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mis-matching and loss of efficiency unless its resistance is low compared with the impedance of the spt."3.ker. Line capacity is not
Important with the usual low impedance speakers, but it! inductance
must be kept to a minimum by t .....isting the two leads (go and return)
together, otherwise attenuation of the highcr frequencies may occur.
Line Reslstance .- Suppose a 2 ohm extcnsion speaker is wired
..... ith twin 22 S.W.G. bell wire and is about 10 yards away from the
output transformer. Ten ya rds of twin 22 S.W.G. will ha\'e a resistance of around 1 ohm hence the combined impedance of the speaker
plus line will be 3 ohms lmd no less than one-t hird of the output power
will be .....asted in the resistance of the line. A line resistance of up to
a maximum of 10 per cent. of the speaker impedance is satisfactory.

f.' la. 10.

~

A m et h od of m l:dna II sensillve plck. up wit h insensUh-e
mi c rophones.

Speaker Volume ControL- T he individual volume control of
speakers presents a problem. A constant impedance fade r is unnecessarily expensive, while a variable series resistances for a potentiometer are both unsatisfactory. The scheme of Fig. 11 is a good
compromise. If the potentiometer were used alone the tone would
be very thin at low \"oiwnes, since the speaker impedance is much
greater at high than at low frequencies. The condenser partially
compensates for this effect by boosting the base. The values indicated
are suitable for a 15 ohm speaker and should be altered proportionately
for speakers of differelll impedance. The value of the condenser can
be varied to gi\·e more or less bass to suit circumstances.
The line between the output transformer and speaker can cause

Multi-Ratio Tra nsrorm er s.- A general purpose public address
amplifier must be provided with a multi-ratio output transfo rmer so
that the full output power can be concentrated upon one or two
speakers or else divided amongst a large number of units as the occasion
may dema nd. It is well known that the perfo rmance of an output
transfo~mcr suffers if a wide range of tappings is provided on the
secondary. Considerable experimemal work has been performed by
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t on e co m pen sated ci rc u it for controlling th e volu m e of
Individual spea kers .
Fig. 12.
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T r ans fo rm e r with speakers of eq ua l Impedance.
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SOME USEFUL C IRCU ITS,
DES IGN TABLES AND CH A RTS.

Some Useful Circuits-

Pag~

2-watt Bauery Amplifier

"'i~. 13.
Method of eonnectin ~ the Parallel Type J>a rtr l d ~e output
Transformer, recommended for short lines and when a sin~l e speaker
Is most often used.

34

12-watt P.A. Amplifier

CfI

45-watt A'llplifier

40

2-stage Pre-Amplifier

~2

Pre-Amplifier j\'lixer and Fader

46
48

Schematic of High Fidelity Equipment
Partridge T ransformers, Ltd., wi th a view to overcoming this
difficulty, and has led to the production of two extremely useful types
of output transformer. Either type will match almost any number
of similar speakers from one upwards, and a reasonably good frequency
response is maintained whatever number is in use, vide Figs. 12 and 13.
O ut put Transform er S peclfi cation s.- An order should always
be precise and leave no room for misinterpretation. T he following
information must be stated ;--{I) the type of output valve (or valves);
(2) whether push- pull or parallel; (3) whether Class A, A- B, etc. ;
(4) the impedance (not D.C. resistance) of the speakers; (5) if multiratio, whether the Partridge Series Type or Partridge Parallel Type
(as described above); (5) the maximum audio power; (7) the freque ncy
band whether for speech only or for the full musical range, etc.

.Vo.

IS-watt Amplifier

50

Power Pack

52

Cross Over Circuit

53

Design T ables and ChartsSome Useful Formulre

55

I. Sound Power Table

56

2. Db. Conversion Table

57

3. Output Valves

58

4. Reactance-Frequency Chart

56-57

5. Equaliser or T one Control Xetwork Design Chart

58-59

6. Attenuator Chart ..

32
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SOME USEF UL CIRCUITS
2 w . BATTERY AMPLIFIER
Specificatlon .- Two watls audio output with approximatcl~'
O.05v. input. Bass and treble tone control. Entirely battery driven.
Will operate direct from a sensitive: carbon microphone.

,

S u g~es ted

Use.- For all pUTIXlSCS where mains are not available.
Every care has bc::cn taken to produce the finest quality possible with
a quiescent output stage, and when used with an exponential ho rn
speaker, the same volume of sound will be produced as is no rmally
obtained from a 12 w. mains amplifier ,working into a baffle mounted
speaker.

Technical Notes.- Quiescent bau ery amplifiers are usuall y
associated with low price and poor quality. For P.A. work a few
shillings on the cost is no t so important as good quality. The Part·
ridge 2-w. Battery Amplifier is definitely more expensive to build
than the average battery job, but the results are so far ahead as to ri,-al
mains-driven equipment. The special feat ures are :-{a) Liberal dccoupling; (b) well designed audio transformers wi th small magnetic
leakage; (c) low distortion damping in grid and anode circuits of
the QP240.
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Constr uctional ' otes .- The lay-out is not at all critical TI
and 1'2 should be placed at right angles to each other, and the grid and
anode leads of the Ql~O must be kept very short. RI O, R II , Cl and
C8 should all be connected elose to the valve holder of the QP24Q.

••

Ope r atio na l Notes.- The H .T. batteries specified give ISO\'.
when connccted in series. Only ISOv. is needed at H.T. I. but as the
battery voltage falls with use H.T .I can be plugged into higher and
higher tappings in order to keep it at a true ISOv.... naturally H.T.2
and 3 will require similar adjustments. The method of correctly
adjusting 1-1 .'1'.2 and 3 is fully explained in the printed instructions
supplied with the 0 1>240.
The L.T . should be obtained from a 2v. accu mulator capablt: of
deli ve ring O'7A continuously.
The grid bias voltages are G.B.I. 1-5v., G.D.2. 3v., G.8.3. J 1.5v.
T hese are correct only if H.T.l is kept at ISOv. If the voltage is
allowed to fall marked di.stortion will result.
34
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List or Pa ru :lSO.OOO ohm potentiomete r
50,000 ohms (IW )
50,000 ohm potentiome ter

Rl" ]

••

~~:=I:~:: pol(:\tlome ter

R5 .. .
R6 . ..
R7 .. .
R8 .. 9
RIO .. ..
RI1 .. .

CI

C2
C]
C.. ...

C5 .. 6
C7 .. 8
C9 ..•

CIO ...
., .
All the above should be paper condensers.
110'1'. H.T. Battery ...
I 60'1'. H.T . Battery ...
Bot h Ever Ready " Power" Series
I
16'1'. G.B. Batte ry ...
I
1'1'. Accumulator
VI
V2

V]
TI
T2

Chi

75,000 oh m s I W
lS,OOO ohms I W
15,000 o hms lW
...
1 m. .
0· 1 m.f.
0·01 m .l.
0·0005 m .r.
1 m.l.
0·00 1 m.f.
0·01 m .f.
.. m .r.

lSOv.
lSOv.
lSOv.
lSOv.
lSOv.
150'1'.
150'1'.
150'1'.

PHlOX lHUllard)
LPl
Osra m)
...
QPl40
Hn.da )
Partridge Transformer Typ e lW/ IVfl
Partridge Transformer Typ e lW/O /l
Partr ldie Choke
Type C75/15

~OTES :

PARTRIDGE

11W.

P.A. AMPLIFIER DESIGN

The object of this design is to provide a high quality portable amplifie r with negligible background noise, making it suitable for high
quality work in small rooms as well as fo r the usual small hall and outdoor work. The special points of interest are :-{ I) 12 watts undiSlorlt.'<i output. (2) Independent control and mixing for two micropholles and a pick-up. (3) Sufficient amplification to give a b'OOd
range with carbon microphones, and close range with moving coil
microphones without the need for a prc-amplifier. (4) High quali~y
push-pull (Class A) output giving a good response from 30 LO 15,000
cycles. (5) Small size (16 in. x 9 in. x 9 in. high) and weight Z7 lbs.
(6) Special output transformer enables exact matching of any number
of similar speakers from I- tO. (7) The simple and robust quality.
T echnica l Notes.- T he mixing circuil is arranged so that the
sensitivity is much greater from the microphone inputs than from the
pick-up input, the latter being suitable for a cyslal pick-up. If greater
sensilivilY is req uired, it can be obtained by reducing R5 to 25,000
ohms and omiuing R I.
Two means of volume control are available . . . the three input
potentiometers and the master control R12. It is ve ry important that
RI2 be turned as low as possible so that R2, 3 and 4 are no rmally working at about their maxi mum setting. By keeping R12 always as low as
circumstances permit, the Iwise (hum micro phomy, elc.) arising in VI
will be kept at an absolute minimum.
/\. hum-dinger (R20) is provided so that the electrical cent re of the
filament of VI can be earthed. While adjusting R20 to the position
of minimum hum the potentiometer R12 must be IUmed fully up to
its maximum position.
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List of ParU :RI •••
RI, 1 &. .. .
RS .. ,
R6,1"8 ...

150,000 ohms (IW)
150,000 ohm pote ntio m eter

RI7 .

. ..
...

Ria" 19
RIO ...
CI

~

•

E
<

~

v

<

•~

•
~

...

...

Cl .. .
Cl .. .
C4,.5" 6

."

C.

(<lSO'l 'l
1450.,.

(11'1. Elee.

m .f.

cia .. II

. ..

VI

AC/SI Pen. Mazda (M etlllilze d). 1 m .'. H,T . (anode)
0 ·7 m .iI. H.T. (Icreen)
AC/HL Mar.d a (Plain).
6 m .... H.T .
PP5/@ Mnda (Plain).
126 m .a. H .T .
5V4
Brlmar
134 m .... H.T . (total)

•. .

.. .

50 m .l.

( SO .... Elee. )

All co nde ns ers not muk e d El e ctrolytic ( El ee.) mUlt be pape r.

V1

•

Vl" ..

~

VS

~

TI

...

T2 ••.

•••

n ...

.•

Chi

..;

~OTE S :

Pa rtridJe
Pa rtridae
Pa rt ri da e
Partrldae

•••
,<v
0

,"

•>-~

+
~
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0-'

('SOv.
.. m.f.
Dubllie r Type L.E.C .

0::

•

1 m .l.

50 m.f.

50 m .l.
(11 .... Elee'j
8 m .l. (500 .... W e t Elee.

C8 ...

~

!

500 ohms lW
]0 ohm hum.dln,,,,"

,..
8, 8 " 8 m .f .
SOO...
Dubi.i" .. Elee. Block Type 31

C7

M

t

IW

W)
IW}
35,000 ohms lWj

RIS .

,
•

lO,OOO o h ms

IW
70,000 ohms I W
500 ohms <IW
150,000 ohm potentiometer

RI ' .

•v

SO,OOO
600 ohm,
ohms

1::\
I'

Jo,~r:~:::
<10,000 ohms

Rt .. '4
RIO .. .
RII .. .
RII .. .
Rl l .. .

39

Transfo r m e r
T ransformer
Transform e r
Choke

Type
Type
Type
Type

tV60
t2W/O
12WfM
12W/SC

PARTRID GE 45w. AMPLIFI ER DESIGN
T he Partridge 45-w. circuit has been produced as a result of the
many requcsts from cutomcrs who wanted an amplifier with great
output, mains bias, meters and other refinements that are desirable ill
equipment of this calibre. It is a useful piece of standard equipment
fo r a P.A. man since SC\'cral amplifiers can be used in parallel for
corn'Sponding increase of power, an arrangement which gives him
greater flexibility with the minimum capital outlay.
Specificat io n .--45 w. audio-Qutput with an input of ap proxi.
mately O,!\,. i\lains bias from the separate rectifier circuits. Special
adjustments for bias voltage and for balancing the output pair to com·
pensate for irregularities in man ufact ure of the val\'CS. Diode damping
of the output grid to prevent excessi\"c positi\'c drive and to protect
the power stage from surges.
Spare H .T. and L.T. is pro\'ided to feed the Partridge two-stage
pre-am plifier, which is particularly suitable for use in conjunction with
this Amplifier.
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List of Parts : -

...,
..••

250.000 ohm potentiomete r
100,000
50,000 ohms
ohms ! 'W!
IW
750 ohms IW
250,000
W )
10,000 ohms
ohms lOW
.6
550 o hms IW)
50,000 ohms I W)
10,000 ohm potentiometer
(wire wound , 10 m.a.)
60,000 ohms ( IW)
RIO ...
70,000 ohms (IW)
RII .. .
10,000 ohm potentiometer
RI1 .. .
(wire wound, 10 m.a.)
flU ... I ..
1,000 ohms (IWI
CI .. .
50 m.f. ( I v. El ec.!
C2 .. .
. .
0· 1 m.r.
!4SOY.
2 m.t.
"SOY.
Cl ... S
2 m.t.
6S0y.
C4 .. .
50 m.f. (50v. El e c.
C6 .. .
...
.
8 ... 8 m.t.
(500v.
C7'" 8
Oub Uie r El K. Block Ty pe 0188 with common positive.
C9 ...
2 m.f.
(4S0Y.!
n m.f.
(nOy.
CIO ... II
W et Elec. (T.C.C.
A, B ... C. Sockets for meter jack. Th ese must be designed so that the
meter connects befo re the H.T . su ppl y is broken.
H.50
... W fl$t ingh ouse metal rectifier T ype H.SO.
Mete r (not shown In d iagram) 0-250 m.a. moving coil
2·5 m.aH.T.
VI ...
MH 41 Osram (Metalliud)
Il m.aH.T.
VI
AC/P Mn:d a ! P lainl
Vl ...
041
O s ram Pla in
V4 ... S
OAlO Osra m Plain
100 m.a H.T.
V6 ... 7
SU4
Brimar
125·5 m.a H .T .
TI ...
Pa rtridge Tra nsfor mer Type IV2«l
T2
Partridge Transforme r Type 4SW/O
TJ
Partri dge Transformer Type 45W/M
Chi
Pa rtridge Choke
Type 45W/SC
Ch2
Partridge Choke
Type 4SW/ FC
Chl
Partridge Choke
Type 45W/BC
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PARTRIDG E TWO -STAGE PRE-AM PLIFI ER DESIG N
Introduction.- This is the ideal conlroi unit fo r general P.A. work.
Two microphones and two pick.ups can be independently operated
and mixed at will while both treble and bass response can be varied
to suit any condition. Background noise has been reduced to an
absolute minimum and the unit is entirely mains fed.
The voltage amplification from the microphone input to the line is
approximately IS, and from the pick-up input to the line about Ii.
j\ny number of amplifiers can be fed in parallel from one pre-amplifier.
This unit has been specially designed for use with the Partridge
45-w. Amplifier, but it is suitable for use with any amplifier requiring
an input of not more than 0-5\'. fully to load the output stage.
Con s truction IUnls .- The exact dimensions of the chassis are
not important, but it should be large enough to accommodate the
microphone transformers, and may even be extended to take the
batleries if desi red.
It is essential the bottom should be screened so that the chassis
fo rms a closed box.
The chassis should be connected to the earthline of the ci rcuit at
one point only, somewhere bear VI. The filaments of the two valves
must be symmetriC',1l1y wired as shown at A in Fig. 18. If the connections are crossed as shown as D, the hum dinger will not be fully
effective. T he filament needs to be twisted together and kept well
away from the grid cire\lits of the valves.
Metal valve screens are essential if metallised valves are not used.
l\'licrophonic feed-back will be reduced by tying cotton wool tightly
round the valves, particularly \' 1, and mounting them on a scparate
rubbe r mounted platform together with the microphone transformers.

Operational Notes .- The screening of the screened flex is used
as a common return for the speech current and the H .T . Therefore
routine maintenance should include inspection of this outer screen to
avoid troubles due to lack of continuity. One inne r wire is used for
the positi\"e HT and the other for the speech current. The humdinger should be set at the ,>OSition of minimum hum. Any of the
three lengths of flex given in the list of parts will drop I "olt when
passing 2 amps., hence it is essential to give a 5v. A.C. supply at the
main amplifier. A filament transformer must not be mounted on the
pre-amplifier chassis.
The use of the bass control is obvious, but studs 3, -I and 5 on the
treble control need a little explanation. Treble boost is no t necessary
or even desirable so these positions are used to correct for attenuation
caused by the capacity of the screened Aex line. T he single-stage preamplifier using type U / I transformer does not need any correction
owing to the low line impedance. In the present case the tone control
circuits make it desirable to use a sl ightly higher impedance (5,000
ohms), and the refore a small correction becomes necessary. The
response curves given in Fig. 17, were taken with 15 yards of screened
line: when the length is increased to 30 yards all the curves drop
-12
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Fig. 17 . Th e frequency response c urves of th e Part rid ge Two-Stage
Pre-A mplifier. The flgures agai nst th e tre ble resonse c urves refer
the settin gs of 51 . while t hose against th e bass refer to 82.

TO

approximately 2 db. at 10,000 cycles so that stud 4 gives a level response .
similarly with 50 yeards of line the Curves drop a further 3 db., and
stud 5 becomes the setting for a level response. The tOtal variation is
so small (only 5 db. ) that an intermediate line length will cause no aural
deviation from the le\·el.
R9 controls the,gain of ~he first stage, and should always be kept as
low as possible. fhe two mput volume controls should be turned well
up (not overloading VI) and the volume adjusted by reducing R9.
B~ ~his method valve hiss arising in VI will always be kept at a
minimum.
Modifi cations._ 1t is strongly urged that no changes be made in
this circuit. Relatively small changes in the values of condensers or
resistances can have a serious affect upon the freque ncy response.
Accumulators may. be used for the -IV, 2a L.T. supply. This ...... 11
in fact remove the shght trace of hum that otherwise can be heard in
the background when the amplification is set to a maximum.

Li st of Parts : RI , 2, 9, 12 & IS
150,000 ohm pote ntiom et e r
R1 , 4, It , 11 & 14
150,000 ohms ( IWI
RS
.. .
2,000 ohms (I W
R6 , 7, 10 & 18
50,000 ohms <IW
R8
10 o hm hum.dinge r
RI6 ...
300 o hms
RI7 ...
20,000 ohms I W )
RI9 .. .
5,000 ohms IW)
RlO .. .
15,000 ohms IW)
CI . ..
. ..
50 m.f. (12 v. Ei e o:.
C2, 1, 6 & 7
8 m.f.
(450v.
C4
0 · 1 m .f.
(450v.
0 ·0001 m .f. (150v.
CS .. .
C8
100 m.f. ( 12v. Ei eo:.
C9 ...
0 ·002
(150v.
(2S0v.
CIO ...
0·02 m.f.
CII ...
0 ·0015 m .f. (150 v.
Cll .
0 ·002 m .f. (150v.
CIl ...
...
...
0 ·0027 m.f.
(l50v.)
SI & S2 5 way sing le po le s wito: he s (Bulgln, e t c.). These s wito:hes s hould
ope n o:iro:u it bet wee n stud s and no t short o:i ro: ult adjao:e nt st uds.
VI ...
MH4 Osram (M e tallized)
Vl ...
.. .
...
MH41 O s ram ( Meta llized)
50 ya rds (o r len ) sc reened fl ex t ype 21 obta lnable'fro m C, F. Ward , 4$,
Farringdon Street , Londo n , E.C.4.
3 a mp. fle x.
Eithe r 10 yards 23/0016 s tand a rd
5 amp. fl ex.
or 20 yard s 40/0016 st a nd a rd
15 amp. fl ex.
o r 50 yard s 110,'0076 st a ndard
Partridge Tra nsform e r Ty pe U / I
TI
Partridge Choke
Type T .C . '
ChI
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PARTRIDGE PRE-AMPLIFIER, MIXER
AND FADER
This circuit is a suggestion for those who are considering the con·
struction of high fideli ty recording equipment. The unit itself pro·
\'ides for three low level microphones of the ribbon or moving coil
types and fo r three inputs fed from two gramophone reproducers
and one radio unit.
The amplifier is single stage and gives adequate amplification (about
"0 db.) to feed a line running to the main recording amplifier.
The microphone faders are of the series type and should insert a
loss of 40 db. before the final complete break. The cheaper type
would be carbon type potentiometers with a ma:.. imum resistance of
about 50,000 to 100,000 ohms wi th a reliable single pole on-off switch
operated by the same spindle (the type usually supplied for combined
mains switch and volume control on radio receivers). The better type
for heavy duty is a wire wound stud switch such as manufactured by
l\ lcssrs. l)ainton & Co., of Northampton.
The microphones must have their own transformers each to step the
particular impedance up to 200 or 300 ohms. Likewise the gramophone pick-ups, but these should also have circuits giving correction
in the bass for recording characteristic and have any scratch fi lters that
may be considered necessary.
Mumctal screening boxes can be supplied for all the iron cored
components, but they should only be necessary for the input and mains
transformers.
Fixed attenuators, as shown, are necessary to make the outputs of
the various sources roughly equal.
The input and output impedances are respectively 200 and 500 ohms.
The low level input circuits as shown are unbalanced, an arra ngement
which is satisfactory for all sources (excepting perhaps the least
sensitive microphones) where the length of connecting cable is not
excessi\'c nor located in an area of high noise pickup. The advantage
of such a circuit is the comparative simplicity and cheapness of the
faders, alte rnators, correction networks, etc. Should un unsatisfactory
signal to noise ratio be anticipated, due to the choice of an insensitive
source or a bad location, then it would be necessary to balance some
or all of the input channels by the insertion at the receiving end of an
balance to unbalance transformer. An alternati ve would be to balance
the whole circuit up to the primary of the input transformer, LGj l , by
the substitution of balanced faders, networks, etc.
Careful attention must be paid to the earthing of cable screens,
equipment chassis, etc., so that so-called longitudinal currents (currents
induced by pick-up between the two conductors of a cable acting as a
single wi re on the one hand, and the screen on the other) do not result
in a potential which will act on the grid-cathode input of the valve.
The main function of the intenvinding screen on the input transformer
is the prevention of this mode of noise entry.
46
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SCHEMATIC OF HIGH FIDELITY EQU IPMENT
Fig. 21 shows a general scheme of equipment suitable for the person
making the faithful reproduction of speech and music a serious hobby.
It is realised that the usual set-up makes each alteration and tTial a
difficult operation, and therefore an aUem!'! has been made to introduce that flexibility which is so desirable. Radio units and gramophone
units are constructed separately and each made to ha\'C a 500 ohm
output. T he required output is then selected by means of switches
and connected via a volume control and olher circuits of an experimental nature to the Partridge 15 11'. Amplifier which actuates the
loud speaker system. The 500 ohm circuits can be of any length and
run in twin wire such as telephone cable. It then becomes possible to
accommodate the power amplifier with the loudspeaker system, the
radio units and the experimental circuits (such as those shown) in a
remote room or loft and the volume oontrol, switches and gramophone
unit can be made up into a compact elegant unit for the lounge or
drawing-room. A relay system can \"Cry easily be devised to do the
remote switching. The extra cost would be amply repaid in the reduction of domestic friction and the elimination of those unsympathetic
remarks about" that mess in the corner."
The \·olume control should be of approximately constant impedance
in either direaion. T he most economical type is a ladder attenuator
made up on a si ngle arm stud switch wi th miniature carbon resistances.
A balanced type would need naturally a similar twin arm switch. The
latter is desirable if the units are widely spaced with long connccting
leads.
When introducing experimental circuits the use of the comparison
key (as shown) is mos t necessary before a reliable j udgement Can be
passed. In the circuit as drawn the comparison is between the two
conditions, apparatus in circuit or out of circuit. I n practice the
inserted apparatus will introduce either a gain or a loss and so operating
the key would also alter the Icvel from the loudspeakcr. This must be
eliminated as follows. First, if the apparatus under test has a gain.
then a complementary auenuator pad must be added in series. If the
apparatus has a loss then the alternati\·c" straight through ,. connection
must be made to ha\·e an equal attenuation.
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PARTRIDGE

'fhis amplifier is designed to thc ve ry highest standard and to fOfm
the nucleus of thc high fidelity scheme just described. The aim is to
provide the lowest possible harmonic distortion and thc highest
elcctrical damping on the loudspeaker load.
To achieve this, 40 db. of negative feed-back over three stages is
employed. Other circuits have been published in which a large amount
of overall negative feed-back is used, but a good many arc not completely Slablc. The clements of this particular amplifier were calculated
in accordance with thc theory dC\'elopcd by Nyquist and Bode, so
that the required feed-back could be applied to result in unconditional
stability. This meant Control of the gain characteristic of the feedback loop o\"cr five octaves beyond Ihe limits of the frequency band.
I n order to smooth out the peaks at the extremes of the frequency band
which inevitably are produced by negative feed-back, regenerative
I'olrage is taken from the primary of the outpUt transformer and
injected into the secondary of the input transformers, so that the shUll!
reactance of the latter removes the bass peak while the series reactance
of the former does likewise to the treble peak. Taking the voltage
from the primary of the output transformer corrects for the iron dis_
tortion, but leal'es the leakage inductance at an elemcnt largely outside
the feed-back loop. The frequency characteristic is flat from 30 cps
to 15,000 cps and beyond.
Afost circuits employing a substantial amount of feed-back require
adequate H.T. smoothing for the output stage. This circuit being
entirely push-pull and particularly weI! balanced (self balancing) is
much better off in this respect.
The circuit diagram, Fig. 22, well shows the symmetry, and the
layout of the components in the actual unit should be made to follow
more or less as drawn.
T hc input transformer has a screened primary, and so can be
operated from either a balanced or unbalanced source, the impedance of
which has a nominal value 500 ohms. The actual value can, however, be
anything between 200 and 600 ohms without observable loss of quality.
T he H .T. line is 300\'. D.C. , and the total current taken of the order
of 150 m.a. T wo L.T. windings at 6·3v. are needed, the first at 2.4
amps., one leg of which is connected to H.T. neg. and the second at
0,45 amps. which is left floating for supplying the control \'3lve.
All components should be of the smallest possible size consistent with
adequate rating and arranged for the shortest wiring. The 1,000 pF
condense rs forming the capacity ladder in the feed-back path should be
moumed on the outside of the circuit and roughly equally spaced one
with another between the OutPUt anode and the input grid circuits.
Built with care, using components of ± 10 per cent. tolerance, this
amplifier is one of exceptional stability and of performance which will
delight el'en those already possessing good equipment. It will be
found that speakers can be paralleled up across the output, irrespective
of impedance within wide limits without noticeable loss of qualit y or
volume, and that bass resonances in the loudspeakers arc effectively
damped out.
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PARTRIDGE CROSS-OVER CIR CUIT

PARTRIDGE POWER PACK
This is a strightforward unit for supplying ~ high. tension line,

3OOv. at 150 to 2"..5 m.a. T he rectifier valve is the ::IV",. w~t~l a ::1,,3 amp.

heater. The choke input to the fil ter makes for re h a~lhty ~nd long
rectifier life. Ripple voltage ac ross the output termmals IS about
0·-1, milli\·olts of 100 e.p.s. fundamental.

The advantages of this circuit ha\"e been discussed earlier in the text.
The changeo\'er from one speaker to the other is carried out at a ma.ximum cut-off rate of 12 db. per octa\'C which is a good middle figure
not too rapid to give unpleasant phase effects and not too grad ual to
extend unduly the frequency range of either speaker. Fig. 24 gives
the frequency characteristics as calculated and Fig. 26 shows actual
measu red curves.
Components can be supplied for any \"alues of anode to anode
optimum load, output power, cross-()\"cr frequency and loudspeaker
impedances. The two speakers used need not be of the same impedance. If, howe\'cr, they differ markedly in sensitivity then a
resistance network must be included in the circuit of the morc sensitive.
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.'il1 . 23. Parlrldll.e Power P ack.
The reservoir condenser is shown as an electrolytic but the type
chosen should he robust enough to carry up to 100 mao of 100 cps
r ipple continuously with(jut de terioration.
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DESIGK CHARTS
The charts and tables on t he following pages are included to complete

the usefulness of this manual. These hal'c been selected with dut'
reference to their practical value for the sound en$ineer and should
provide assistance in the rapid computation of circUit elements.

- '0

SOl\JE USEFUL FORi\'IUUE.

-"
-"
-"
-"
-" '0
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Dfcihel.
T he number of decibe ls Ndb corresponding to the ra t io between IWO

amounts of power p . and P! is

l'

'00

Ndb = 10 log lo P:

10,000

',000

26 . M eas u red ch:,r.lcter!stlc of Par tridge c rossove r n Cl wo r k.
Th e lowe r b a ss Is d ue 10 t h e gre:.ter (:ol)l)cr loss.

\V hen two voltages, E. and E~, or
in the same or equal impedances
Ndh

1\\ '0

currents, I. and It. operate

= 20 login ~:; or 20 log ,o I~

If E. and E2 or I . and 12 operate in uneq ual impedances, then

.

l'.db

E. ( or 1,
)
= 20 log lo £2
I~

01
+ I01 ogu Z2
Z. + I 0810

k,
hi

where Z. and 22 are lilt: magnitudes of the impedances and hi and k!
are the values of power factor co rres pondingly.

N ,per.

The number of nepers corresponding to a power ratio of
(.)

, - ..~=1''1 os. 1P\

-~

(0)
I

I'll!.. 27.

(3) Se r ies connected 12db pe r octave Cr0 850\'Cr ci rcuit a n d

( b ) S h ullI c::onne.;: l ed dlnQ.

T h ese a r c basic circu it s and t h e P a r t ri dge

netwo r k is del-e lo p ed from (b ).

GENERAL NOTE
ON PARTRID GE CIR CU ITS
l~

is often

m::c~ry

to operate amplifiers away from mains, and the

desI gn of commercmlly available vibrator units is such that they can be

safely recommended to obtain the H ,T . current from a car or other
type accumulator. The appropriate transfo rmer must then be
ordcre,d with, the additional L.T . primary, and the circuit modified to
make It I)()Sluble 10 supply the valve heaters directly from battery.

P, i,
P,

•

neper = 8·686 decibels.

Voltage gain = p. R. ~1. RL
whtre /J. is the magnification factor of the \'ah'c, R1. the load resistance
and R. the valve anode resistance

R R

'

or G ~~ where G is the mutual conductance.

,+ ,

When R R_, _

. + R~

is approximately unit y as in the case of a pentode or

telrode vah'e the gain becomes simply G R-.
Valve input capacity.

C ,... , = C ..c,.,.,.....

55

+ C .~ ,., .....,

Inductance of iron-cored (tinding.

DB. CQKVERS ION TA BLE _

_ p.NI i1TA
L10· I
where A = mean area of the magnetic path in sq. ems.
t = length of the magnetic palh in ems., N = number of turns
f4 = the magnetic permiability of the medium.
Optimum g(jp for Stalloy com carrying d.c.
Half gap per 1,000 amp. turns of d.c. = 0-03·,

IO'E

B ~ -_

where

~

=

number of turns.
A = COrt: area in sq. ems.
f . = frequency c.p.s.
E = Lm.S. \·oltage.
and 13 = Peak value of A.C. flux densil), in lines
pcr sq. em.
Capacity ktfCten t fro parallel pioUs.
C (. f d) _
A
where A is Ihe area of the plates, sq. ems.
pIca ara s - TI .3d
and d is the distance apart, ems.

4 '44 / AN

Capacity hetfNe1l tnYJ paralltl wires.
I?,]

C (picafarads per metre) = ~
log10

,

where d 19 the distance
between wire centres and r
the radius, both in same
units.

Reactance of inductance.
x- = 2 'IT f L ohms where f i! the frequency c.p.s.
L the inductance in henry!.
Reacta/lCe of (/ COltdel/ser.

c-

= 2'IT ~ C ohms

WailS_

Xormal Con"enation
Piano
..
Cinema Organ
._
Smail Qrcheltt1l
._
S~'fllphony Orchel1ra

0"""
0·15

,.6.

Wilh Expo.
nentia l Horn
Speakers.
WailS.

0-0015
0--15

OS.

Flute

._

Trumpet

._

C~'fllbal$

30·0
0'03
0- 16

._

Brass D rum

_.

'·0

12-0

90.
0<)9

0- -18
15-0
36-0

5

6
7
8
9

00

."""

""
""
"
"
,.25
20
22

23

29
30

"

32

33

.-\mpllfier OutPUt Requi red
10 Radiale F..qual POWtr.

15-{)
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SOUND POWER TABLE
Maximum
Power _
Radiated

,

26
27

where C i! the capacity in farads.

Sour"" of Sound_

Decibels I

2
3

Magnetu Fhl\' dt"sily in a tram/ormer core.

with Cone

S~aker.
I.~lr~c

on
Baffles_

Wail S_

0-01
3·0
120-0

""'.

600·0
0-6
3-2
100-0
240-0

I'OWH

Voltage or
Current Ralio

"

35
36

37

38
39
40
40

42
43
44
45

46
47
4S
49
50

R,,,io
Up.

Up.

Down_

1-122
1-259
1-4 13

0-8913
0·7943
0-70s0
0-63 10
0·5623
0-5012
0- 4467
0-3981
0-354$
0·3162
0-28 18
0-2512
0-2"-39
0 -1995
0-1778
0-1585
0-1 41 2
0-1259
0-1 122
0- 1000
0·0891
0-0794
0-0708
0·0631

,.""

1-178
1-995
2·239
2-5 12
2-818
3-162
3-5-18
3-981
4-467
5·012
5·623
6-3 10
7·080
7·94:)
8-913
10-000
11-22
12-59
14 ' 13
15-85
17 -78
19-95
22-39
25-12
28-18
;11-62
35-48
39-81
44-67
SO'12
56-23
63- 10
70-80
79-43
89·13
100-00
112-20
125·90
14 1.:40
158-50
117·80
199-50
223·90
251-20
281-80
316·20

0-056'1
0-OS0 12
0-04467
0-03981
0-03548
0-03162
0-028 18
0-025]2
0-02239
0-01995
0-0 1n8
0·01585
0 -01 412
0-0]259
0-0 11 22
0-01000
0-0089 1
0·00794
0-00708
0-00631
0·00562
0-00501
0-00447
0-00398
0-00355
0 -00316

"

1-259
1·585
1-995
2-512
3-162
3-981
5-012
6-310
7-943
10-000
12 -59
15·85
19-95
25-12
31·62
39-8 1
SO-12
6.1-10
79- 43
100-00
125-9
158-5
199·5
25 1-2
3 16·2
398-1
501-2
631·0
794 -3
1000-0

i)Qwn.
0-79-1 3
0-6310
0·50 12
0-3981
0-3162
0 -25 12
0-1995
0- 1 5S_~

0-1259
0-1000
0-07943
0-(16310
0-OS0 12
0-03981
0-03162
0·02512
0-0 1995
0-01585
0 -0 1259
0-0 1000
0·00794
0 {10631
0-0050 1
0"""'"
0-00316
0-00251
0-00200
Q.()0159
0-00 126
0-00100

ReactancefFrequeocy Chart.
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F.qualist:flI or tone-control circuits using a single. reactance (a condenser or inductance) in combination with resistances can be quickly
and easily computed by the use of this chart. Such circuits can first be
reduced to the fundamental equivalents shown in (1) 2nd (2), X being
the rCU.-1anre of either a condenser or inductance, Rr the effective
driving 01 wurce resistance and Rl the cffcctiye load Tt.'Sistance.
Each curve of the fami ly of curves rcprcsenlS the freque ncy characteristic of the circuit for a particular value of r, which value determines
the maximum attenuatio n at a frequency such that X is either too large
or too small to be effective.
The frequ ency scale is read off in terms of K so that fo r inductances
the frequency increases from left to right for ( I) and from right to left
for (2). Similarly for condensers the scale reads from right to left for
( I) and from left to right for (2).
The procedure is ;(I) To determine the maximum attenuation to be introduced or in
other words the curve on the chart which is desired. This gives the
val ue of IX. from which r can be calculated.
(2) T o decide at what frequency the change of attenuation is desired,
e.g., that the characteristic must be so many db. down at such and such
a frequency. Take this point on the desired curve and read off the
value of K.

X = 21Tf L or 2rrfC tlen
r
r~or ecan
bewor ked
S·IIlce K =-

,

,

OUI.

The conversion from inductance or capacity to reactance at any
frequency can be much simplified by the use of the Reactance/ Frequency Chart given on the previous page. This chart has four sets of
ordinates, the horizontal scale being frequency, the vertical being
reactance in ohms and t he sloping sets are respectively inductance in
Henrys and capacity in m.f.ds. The point of intersection of any
value of inductance or capacity wi th any particular value of frequency.
will read reactance on the \'ertical scale.
The Chart will also give the frequency at which a given inductance
or capacity has a reactance of a specified value. Similarly the inductal)ce or capacity which has a given reactance at a given freque ncy can
be read off.

,

. A further. u~ of the Chart gi\'es the frequency at which a given
III III resonance with (or is of equal reactance to) a gi,·en
capacity.
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